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ABSTRACT
Poincare is a modular trajectory design tool based on a catalog of three-body science orbits and a differential corrector
to compute connecting transfer arcs between orbits in multibody systems. Poincare attempts to offer a unified approach,
i.e., an “all-in-one” integrated search within one interface and
setup in MONTE (JPL’s signature astrodynamic computing
platform.) The science orbit design module facilitates rapid
and well-informed decisions regarding the selection of periodic orbits for a particular mission and enables the simultaneous study of various orbit alternatives. The reference trajectory design module allows the user to calculate optimal
transfer paths from a departure orbit to a science orbit via dynamical systems structures (invariant manifolds and Poincaré
maps), resulting in an end-to-end reference trajectory.
1. OVERVIEW
In the 1960’s, the application of insight from the Circular Restricted Three-Body Problem (CR3BP) moved into the ‘space
age’ when a mission to the Lagrange points was considered
for NASA’s Apollo program. Since then, many of the structures that emerge in the CR3BP have been more actively exploited in trajectory design. Consequently, successful missions to the vicinity of the Lagrange points have since been
launched, including the International Sun-Earth Explorer-3
(ISEE-3), the Solar Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) [1],
the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) [2], and the Microwave Anisotropy Probe (MAP) [3]. Parallel to the development of these mission concepts, the possibility of applying
dynamical systems techniques to the design of these types of
trajectories was also being considered. In fact, in the 1960’s,
Conley investigated low energy transfer orbits to the Moon
using dynamical system techniques [4]. In the 1990’s, the use
of invariant manifolds in the design process to construct pathways between the Earth and the Sun-Earth libration points
was finally applied in an actual trajectory: the trajectory supporting the Genesis mission [5].
In recent years, the understanding of three-body dynamics
within the astrodynamics community has improved tremendously, due in part to the increased utilization of techniques
from dynamical systems theory [6, 7]. As a result, there exists a wide array of known orbits with significant potential for

parking, staging, and transfers within any three-body system
(Fig. 1). However, the computation of such families of orbits and the corresponding connecting arcs is nontrivial and
requires extensive knowledge of the dynamical mechanisms
intrinsic to the system. The motivation for developing a tool
like Poincare at JPL was to provide a basic roadmap to allow
any mission designer, with experience in multi-body dynamics or not, to construct an end-to-end trajectory with guidance
and insight into the available dynamic structures.
There is significant interest in exploiting multi-body dynamics in the design of trajectories for robotic and human
missions as demonstrated by MIDEX and Discovery Program
mission proposals – NEOCam [8] (Near-Earth Object Camera), FINESSE [9] (Fast Infrared Exoplanet Spectroscopy
Survey Explorer), and Whipple [10], various NASA mission concepts – Europa Lander, Orion FT2, MoonRise [11],
ARM [12] (Asteroid Redirect Mission), IMAP (Interstellar
Mapping and Acceleration Probe), as well as in the design
of extended and end-of-mission (spacecraft disposal) scenarios [13]. To aid in the design of such complex trajectories,
Poincare enables the selection, design, and implementation
of a comprehensive catalog of science orbits along with connecting transfer arcs from a departure orbit in multi-body
dynamical systems. Poincare is currently focused on low
energy trajectories and its development and implementation
was split in three different, independent phases in the span of
three years (2015-2018).
Phase I encompasses the design and implementation of a
dynamic orbital catalog fully integrated in MONTE to guide
the mission designer in the computation and selection of suitable science orbits that meet specific science requirements in
a wide selection of three-body systems. The orbital catalog
can be exploited in two different ways: i) via a direct approach, in which the analyst knows which orbit and parameters to select and, thus, possesses extensive knowledge of the
dynamics of the CR3BP; and ii) via a guided approach, in
which the user has a set of science requirements to be met but
is unaware of all the available options. In this case, the user
can browse the catalog and select the appropriate orbit based
on a given set of parameters (stability, energy, amplitudes,
etc). In both cases, after the preliminary design and selection
process is complete, the tool provides a reference trajectory
file containing states at specified epochs along with a full set

of orbital parameters describing the selected science orbit in
either the three-body model or the full ephemeris model. A
wide variety of multi-body orbits – over 800,000 orbits in
the catalog, including 36 families of libration point orbits,
moon-centered orbits and planar resonant orbits in seven 3body systems – have been created and stored in an SQLite
database [14].
During the second year of development (Phase II), dynamical systems techniques were implemented in the reference trajectory design module to enable an end-to-end trajectory design. Invariant manifolds associated with unstable periodic orbits have been proven to be powerful transfer mechanisms between orbits. Poincare has the capability of 1) calculating stable and unstable manifold arcs allowing the user to
interactively select a suitable transfer arc from a departure or
parking orbit to the selected science orbit and 2) generating a
Poincaré map from the stable and unstable manifold trajectories of a particular periodic orbit. In addition to providing a
framework to calculate these dynamic structures, a powerful
differential corrector module expands the use of the periodic
orbit catalog. The differential correction algorithm also allows the end-to-end trajectory design problem to be solved in
a high fidelity model, i.e., the user-selected transfer arc and
the science orbit are blended together resulting in a trajectory
that is continuous in position and velocity; if a natural solution
is not available (∆V-free), correction maneuvers are added at
specific locations along the trajectory. Additional constraints
may be enforced on the trajectory, such as launch inclination,
departure epoch, maximum time-of-flight, etc.
In Phase III, the Poincare modules developed in Phases I
and II were merged to produce an end-to-end reference trajectory design tool. With the use of a robust differential correction algorithm, selected transfer arcs and science orbits can be
blended together resulting in the desired reference trajectory
in any fidelity model. To aid the user in the design of ∆Voptimal transfer arcs between orbits, an invariant manifold
module is available to compute and store any given number
of stable and unstable manifold trajectories associated with a
particular periodic orbit. In addition to the manifold module,
the Poincaré map module helps the user in identifying suitable connections between trajectories both graphically and
systematically.
Poincare modules and design features are detailed in the
following sections. It is important to note that this paper is
not intended to be a users manual, but rather a high-level
overview of the tool’s capabilities and restrictions. Complete
information relevant to the tool’s many functions along with
tutorials and sample code can be found in the MONTE Documentation [15, 16, 17].
2. THE ORBITAL CATALOG
Poincare is currently focused on low energy trajectories and
therefore, the CR3BP serves as the basis for the problem for-

mulation. In the restricted problem, the motion of an infinitesimal third particle, P3 , is modeled in the presence of two
gravitationally-attracting bodies of significantly larger mass,
P1 and P2 . The motion of P3 is governed by the well-known
scalar, second-order differential equations of motion in standard form [18],
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The state vector x̄ is defined as the six-element state vector [x y z ẋ ẏ ż]T , where the dot indicates a derivative with respect to the non-dimensional time, τ , and relative to an observer in a rotating reference frame. The mass
fraction µ is associated with the two system primaries P1
2
, where m1 and m2 are the masses
and P2 , µ = m1m+m
2
of P1 and P2 , respectively; P2 is arbitrarily defined as the
smaller primary such that m2 < m1 . The form of these
equations of motion (EOMs) does admit an integral labeled
the Jacobi constant, C, that is, V 2 = 2U ∗ − C, where the
speed relative to the rotating frame is denoted V . In this relative problem formulation, the parametric quantities are nondimensionalized by the characteristic length, time, and mass.
However, in MONTE, all state variables must be defined with
the appropriate units of length, time, and mass. To bridge
this gap, Poincare offers the capability of both dimensionalizing or non-dimensionalizing states as needed. Given these
equations of motion and the differential equations governing
the state transition matrix (STM), an initial state can be then
numerically propagated to any future time using MONTE’s
DIVA propagator.
In 1892, French mathematician, theoretical physicist, engineer, and philosopher of science Jules Henri Poincaré – after whom this tool is named – proved that periodic orbits exist
in the three-body problem. He also claimed that there are an
infinite variety of periodic solutions [19]. For decades, and
given the increasing speed and accuracy of modern computers, researchers have computed many families of periodic orbits in a variety of multi-body systems [20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 26]. Lyapunov and halo orbits are common examples
of planar and out-of-plane periodic motion near the libration
points. Resonant orbits are periodic as well but, in contrast
to Lyapunov or halo orbits, are not typically associated with a
particular Lagrange point. Also a focus of interest lately are
P2 -centered orbits, such as distant retrograde orbits. Based
on an extensive literature survey, the orbital catalog includes

all known-to-date families of periodic orbits in a variety of
planet-satellite and Sun-planet systems. For robustness, the
catalog is implemented in a self-contained, server-less, zeroconfiguration, transactional database engine, enabling a query
of the catalog with tools other than MONTE. In fact, the catalog could be delivered as an independent, standalone product
with no dependencies on MONTE.

Fig. 1. General organization of well-known families of threebody orbits.
The computation of periodic motion in the CR3BP involves the use of a multi-dimensional version of a NewtonRaphson differential correction process implemented as a
shooting method. Planar, symmetric periodic orbits across
the xz-plane can be calculated via a single shooting scheme
that exploits symmetry properties. However, many periodic
solutions exist in the CR3BP that do not possess a plane of
symmetry. Additionally, convergence issues may arise if the
integration times along the arcs are too long. As the variations are propagated, the linear approximation loses accuracy,
so the sensitivities associated with the extended numerically integrated trajectory segments increase substantially. A
multiple shooting algorithm is used to target these type of
solutions.
In a multiple shooting algorithm, the trajectory is discretized into a series of “patch points” and multiple integrated
segments are employed to satisfy the trajectory constraints. A
patch point consists of the position and velocity on a trajectory at a specified time point. The segment of the trajectory
between two temporally consecutive patch points is a trajectory leg. By using multiple legs, the sensitivities associated
with a longer numerical propagation are reduced by integrating over smaller segments. Another advantage of multiple
shooting schemes is the ability to apply path constraints at
any patch points, generally allowing more control over the
entire trajectory. The same multiple shooting formulation,
implemented in MATLAB, was exploited to produce every
periodic orbit available in the Poincare catalog. To create a

family from an initial periodic orbit, a pseudo-arclength continuation scheme was employed, which is a special type of
single-parameter continuation method [27]. This approach is
based on the selection of a specific continuation parameter
that may not be a physical quantity. Rather, the parameter
is constructed to follow the evolution of the family of orbits
that may not be a predetermined direction in configuration
space. Implementing this continuation method involves stepping along the parameter values by fixing this parameter with
an additional constraint. The families of periodic orbits currently stored in the Poincare SQLite database are listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

L1 , L2 , L3 Lyapunov orbits
L1 , L2 , L3 northern and southern Halo orbits
L1 , L2 , L3 Vertical orbits
L1 , L2 , L3 Axial orbits
L4 , L5 Long Period orbits
L4 , L5 Short Period orbits
L4 , L5 Vertical orbits
L4 , L5 Axial orbits
Northern and southern Butterfly orbits
Northern and southern Dragonfly orbits
Distant Retrograde orbits
Distant Prograde orbits
Eastern and western Low Prograde orbits
Resonant orbits (1:1, 1:2, 1:3, 1:4, 2:1, 2:3, 3:1, 3:2,
3:4, 4:1, 4:3)

For illustration purposes only, a selection of families of resonant, libration point, and moon-centered orbits is represented
in Figs. 2-4. Each of these families of periodic orbits is available in the following 7 three-body systems:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sun-Earth system
Sun-Mars system
Earth-Moon system
Mars-Phobos system
Jupiter-Europa system
Saturn-Titan system
Saturn-Enceladus system

The parameters stored in the catalog are the same for every
orbit:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gravitational parameter, µ
Primary and secondary bodies
Initial state (position and velocity)
Orbital period
Jacobi constant
Eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix
Stability index, ν

The stability index and eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix
(state transition matrix evaluated after precisely one orbital
revolution) are given as a measurement of the orbital stability

and to aid the user in the search for an orbit with specific characteristics. As stated in Lyapunov’s Theorem [28], the eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix appear in reciprocal pairs.
In the CR3BP, the second-order system possesses three degrees of freedom and, thus, the monodromy matrix is defined
in terms of six eigenvalues. For a periodic orbit to exist in
the CR3BP, a minimum pair of eigenvalues must be equal to
one because of the reciprocal nature of the eigenvalues. The
monodromy matrix is a real matrix, so its eigenvalues are real
or, if complex, appear in complex conjugate pairs on the unit
circle. In general, a periodic orbit is defined as:
• unstable if |λ| > 1, i.e., the magnitude of the eigenvector goes to infinity as time goes to infinity,
• stable if |λ| < 1, i.e., the magnitude of the eigenvector
approaches zero as time goes to infinity.
If the magnitude of the eigenvector does not change, i.e.,
|λ| = 1, the eigenvalue corresponds to the center subspace.
The stability index is an alternative design parameter to better
represent the stability characteristics associated with a given
periodic orbit and leverage the fact that the eigenvalues occur
in reciprocal pairs. The stability index, ν, is defined as,
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where λ is the eigenvalue of the monodromy matrix that possesses the largest modulus [29, 30]. If the stability index is
less than or equal to one, that is, |ν| ≤ 1, then, the periodic
orbit is considered to be marginally stable, in which case the
corresponding eigenvalues do not yield stable and unstable
invariant manifolds. For application purposes, the periodic
orbits possessing this type of stability index do not allow for
transfers shadowing invariant manifolds to and from the orbit.
However, these orbits are great candidates for long-term or
quarantine-type applications. Similarly, if |ν| ≥ 1, the periodic orbit includes an eigenvalue with magnitude greater than
one, and its associated stable and unstable invariant manifolds
can be computed [29, 22]. Moreover, the size of the stability
index determines how fast the invariant manifolds approach
or depart the orbit and, thus, this information is very useful in
transfer design. Note that the database is designed to easily
accommodate the addition of new families of periodic orbits
as they become available.
The interface for this first module, including the dynamical model, orbital catalog and propagator, is simple.
The content of the SQLite database can be viewed with
the poincare.printSummary() command (screen
output shown in Fig. 5), and queried by parameter, such
as family name, energy range, stable vs. unstable, etc.
by calling poincare.queryDB() and specifying the
search criteria. Once the initial conditions are selected,
the CR3BP MONTE Python class provides the appropriate dynamical environment with minimum intuitive setup

Fig. 2. Planar resonant orbits in the Earth-Moon system.

Fig. 3. P2 centered orbits plotted in the Earth-Moon system.

by calling poincare.makeCR3BP() and specifying the
primary and secondary bodies. If known, the gravitational
parameter, µ, can be specified by the user; alternatively and
by default, Poincare calculates the value given ephemeris
data and an assumed epoch. In addition, a third way to compute µ is also available by letting the user specify the initial
epoch. If needed, the initial conditions can be dimensionalized by calling poincare.makeDimensional(). Once
the dynamical model is created, Poincare also offers a simplified interface to the DIVA propagator in MONTE to quickly

Fig. 4. Representative orbits in families of libration point orbits plotted in the Earth-Moon system rotating frame.
integrate a set of initial conditions from the catalog by calling poincare.propagate(). Subsequently, a complete
set of outputs is saved in a standard named object database,
or Binary Object Archive (BOA), output.
3. THE DIFFERENTIAL CORRECTOR
The Poincare CR3BP class offers a wide selection of precalculated and stored periodic orbits and the tools necessary
to propagate and visualize the trajectories stored in the catalog. However, if the user is looking for a specific orbit that is
not available in the catalog, or wishes to modify a given parameter, such as the Jacobi constant value, then a differential
correction scheme is needed. In a differential correction process, a trajectory is defined as a series of time-based patch
points and trajectory legs. The general scheme appears in
Fig. 6 with the representation of an initial guess in Fig. 6(a)
and a converged solution in Fig. 6(b). Note that the initial
path, represented via a series of intermediate arcs, is discontinuous in position and velocity. The end goal is to employ the
correction algorithm to enforce continuity in all states, that is,
position, velocity, and time.
The Poincare differential corrector module primary utilizes COSMIC [31] and the MONTE Optimization Toolbox,
enabling the user to set-up virtually any problem with any

constraints. However, the interface has been designed to allow the user to quickly solve the following common problems
with minimal coding effort:
• computing a specific periodic orbit within the families
of orbits currently available in the catalog by selecting
a specific Jacobi constant value, period, or size element
such as y-amplitude or z-amplitude,
• computing quasi-periodic orbits in the three-body
model based on a particular periodic orbit by selecting the number of revolutions or amplitude (e.g., a
Lissajous orbit),
• computing quasi-periodic orbits in a real ephemeris
system starting from a periodic orbit in the CR3BP
model.
The interface for the differential corrector is simple. The
first step involves defining patch points, which is done with
poincare.corrector.makePatchPoints(). The
user specifies the number of patch points and the time interval between these. The corrector class is then created
with poincare.Corrector() and the problem is solved
by calling poincare.corrector.solve(). By default, the differential corrector is set up to enforce continuity
conditions in position, velocity, and time between every
patch point. The additional periodicity constraint, which

problem dependent: DBLSE (Double Precision Bounded
Least Squares with Equality Constraints), SNOPT (Sparse
Non-Linear Optimizer), IPOPT (interior Point Optimizer),
and SLSQP (Sequential Least Squares Programming). To aid
the user in assessing the progress, standard screen output is
printed with information relevant to the objective function,
bounds and control parameters. This output is also colorcoded to help the user quickly identify problematic variables
or constraints: blue indicates that the highlighted control
parameter is close to the bound and red represents a constraint violation. Once the differential correction process is
completed, a set of outputs is given in a standard BOA format.
4. MANIFOLDS AND POINCARÉ MAPS

Fig. 5.
Screen output of database content for
the
Saturn-Enceladus
system
only
by
calling
poincare.printSummary(); the last column indicates the total number of orbits contained in each family.
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Fig. 6. Schematic of a general multiple shooting algorithm.

forces the state of the initial and final patch points to be the
same within the specified tolerance, can be added by calling corrector.addClosedOrbitConstraints().
Path constraints can be added to specific patch points. Say
the user retrieves a distant retrograde orbit from the orbital
catalog but wishes to modify the amplitude of the orbit such
that the maximum y-component is 1000 km larger. Then,
corrector.addConstraint[Cartesian.y()] will
do so. There are a variety of optimizers available to solve the
problem, and the choice of one or another is application and

Invariant manifolds associated with periodic orbits in the
vicinity of the libration points have been demonstrated to be
efficient mechanisms for transport. That is, stable manifold
trajectories are used in trajectory design as a means for a
spacecraft to approach a particular periodic orbit by using
just a small perturbation in the stable direction; similarly,
unstable manifold trajectories can be exploited to depart a periodic (science) orbit by moving along the unstable direction,
as illustrated in Fig. 8. The manifold module in Poincare
provides a user-defined number of stable and unstable manifold trajectories associated with a particular periodic orbit
in a BOA format. The user can select the propagation time
for each manifold trajectory, the perturbation parameter, and
number of manifold trajectories to be integrated. The selected number of invariant manifold trajectories propagated
can vary drastically depending on the application. Storage
of this potentially large number of trajectories in a single file
can be a nontrivial task. To alleviate the problem of ending
up with prohibitively large trajectory files, the Poincare manifold module is designed to save only the initial conditions
associated with each propagated manifold trajectory as well
as the dynamical system setup in a standard BOA format.
Then, future re-integration and post-processing of these trajectories becomes a trivial task with the aid of the Poincare
simple propagator.
An efficient method to calculate the manifold trajectories
is by stepping off in the direction of the eigenvector corresponding to an eigenvalue of magnitude greater than one in
the direction of the local unstable manifold, and in the eigenvector corresponding to an eigenvalue less than one in the direction of the local stable manifold. The key parameter in this
process is the size of this step, or perturbation: if it is too
large, the computed initial state is not a good approximation
to the manifold and if it is too small, the trajectory spends too
long near the periodic orbit and the integration error accumulates with little progress along the path. In general, manifolds
for orbits that are more unstable depart or approach the orbit faster than the manifolds associated with orbits possessing
a smaller stability index, so the size of the stability index can

Fig. 7. Representative output per iteration in the Poincare differential correction process. In this run, P1 and P2 represent two
patch points along a DRO orbit and X, Y, Z, DX, DY, DZ are position and velocity variables. The color blue indicates that the
highlighted control parameter is close to the bound and red represents a constraint violation.
help in determining feasible transfer opportunities to and from
the given orbit. However, ν is not sufficient to determine the
size of the perturbation, which is also three-body system dependent. The Poincare manifold module allows the user to
specify this parameter manually, but also offers a systematic
method to calculate the size of the perturbation tailored to the
selected orbit. The algorithm to do so is straightforwardly implemented as follows: given the initial conditions and period
of a periodic orbit ( x0 ,T ) along with a perturbation direction
( d̂ ) associated with a stable or unstable eigenvector of the
monodromy matrix ( M ) and a perturbation step size (  ), an
estimation of the error achieved after one orbit period can be
calculated as follows,
ẽ(T ) = Md̂ = Φ (t0 , t0 + T ) d̂
where Φ is the state transition matrix. The actual error can be
calculated by propagating the initial conditions,


x(T ) = propagatet0 →t0 +T x0 + d̂ → e(T ) = x(T )−x0
For realistic trajectory design purposes, it is desired to compute the maximum  value that guarantees that the estimated
position error is close to the actual position error. That is, the
goal is to maximize  such that,
relError (er (T ), ẽr (T )) < relT ol

or
absError (er (T ), ẽr (T )) < absT ol
This algorithm is robust for perturbation directions d̂ associated with unstable eigenvectors. For the case of stable eigenvectors, and in order to avoid numerical problems, it is necessary to use M−1 and propagate backwards in time −T .
Again, the more experienced user can select a particular perturbation value, but with this algorithm, a suitable value is automatically calculated and it is tailored to each specific orbit
and three-body system.
Poincaré maps can be used to display the stable and unstable manifold trajectories. The structures and intersections
formed in the map can then be employed as a design tool to
construct trajectories with predetermined characteristics (impact, short-term capture, long-term capture, etc.) In simple
terms, a Poincaré map is the intersection of an orbit in the
state space of a continuous dynamical system with a certain
lower-dimensional subspace, called a Poincaré section or surface of section, which is transversal to the flow of the system [32]. Poincare offers the capability to generate maps
from the stable and unstable manifold trajectories of a particular periodic orbit. The user defines the surface of section, or event, to construct the map and the propagation time.
Then, a map can be formed by recording each time a trajectory reaches the specified event. The resulting map can

point. If there is no detectable pattern, then the orbit is labeled chaotic.

(a) Global manifolds in the Earth-Moon system

(b) Zoomed-in view in the vicinity of the Moon

Fig. 8. Stable and unstable manifolds associated with a planar
L1 Lyapunov orbit in the Earth-Moon system.

often represent millions of data points. Traditionally, close
intersections between subsets is performed by visual inspection [33]. However, a fast search algorithm for Poincare is
currently being developed to offer the user the possibility of
finding a ranking of intersections automatically. This novel
feature is expected to be delivered with the next version.
An illustrative cartoon appears in Fig. 9 showing a surface of section, Σ, and records each time a trajectory crosses
it. A periodic orbit, Γ, will intersect the surface of section at
the same point every revolution, creating ‘fixed points’ in the
map. However, manifold trajectory intersections will occur
at various parts of the map, depending on the stability of the
orbit, and can then be used for a variety of applications. That
is, for unstable manifold trajectories, subsequent returns to
the map diverge from the original fixed point corresponding
to the periodic orbits; conversely, for stable manifold trajectories, recurring crossings of the map approach the original

Fig. 9. Schematic representation of a Poincaré map.
There are benefits and drawbacks of using Poincaré maps
in a visual manner. The main benefit is that, by defining
events, the dimensionality of the system is reduced, allowing certain aspects of the system to be more conceptually
understandable. Since any particular state is fully defined
with six variables, visualizing six dimensions without missing information is rather difficult, if not virtually impossible.
In this case, reducing dimensionality can not only allow for
more conceptual clarity, but it can also reveal dynamic structures that were not apparent in the higher-dimension visualizations [27]. The main drawback, however, is that this simplification can yield deceptive visualizations that are not providing any information on the other dimensions.
Specific to Poincare and the work that mission designers typically carry out at JPL, the most useful application
for these mapping techniques is finding intersections between
stable and unstable manifold trajectories. If a connection can
be identified, creating a heteroclinic connection [34] between
two orbits in a multi-body system via natural dynamic structures can yield low-cost, or in some cases ∆V-free transfers.
To date, available types of maps in Poincare include userspecified surfaces of section, periapsis, apoapsis, and closepass (or flybys) maps. However, hooks exist to easily define
any other type of map.
Once the manifold trajectories for two selected orbits
(e.g., arrival and departure) have been numerically integrated
and the corresponding Poincaré maps have been created, the
user can then visualize the resulting map and search for potential intersections or areas of interest. Alternatively, the
user can let the KD-Tree search algorithm implemented in
Poincare find the nearest-neighbor within the data structure.
Simply put, KD-Trees are built from the SciPy KD-Tree
functionality [36] and are created from the set of all unstable
points on a map; a nearest neighbor function is then executed
for each point in the other data set (stable points) in order
to find the globally closest points between these two distinct
sets. Computationally, this reduces the time complexity of
the search from the O(n2 ) brute force approach, to a more

manageable O(n log n) approach [37].
As an illustrative example, consider the Earth-Moon L1
and L2 halo orbits at the same energy level plotted in the upper left corner of Fig. 11. With Poincare’s manifold module,
100,000 stable and 100,000 unstable manifold trajectories are
propagated backward/forward in time for 200 days and every
intersection with the x-axis is recorded and stored (see Fig. 10
for a 2D representation.) The user can find potential low-∆V
connections between the selected orbits by visual inspection
of any of the available types of maps. However, visually, there
are so many points that a manual search is infeasible. In addition, a third dimension is missing from the representation in
Fig. 10. A visual inspection to look for intersections between
two points in three-dimensional space is very complicated, if
not impossible.

5. SUMMARY
Mission designers are often faced with the task to explore
multiple possible destinations, to or from a science orbit,
that fit within time of flight and propellant constraints. A
relatively recent technique to do so involves leveraging low
energy multi-body dynamical techniques to produce low-cost,
or even ∆V-free transfers. Poincare is a MONTE trajectory
design tool that allows users to easily interact with these
sorts of three-body science orbits and dynamic structures
across various multi-body systems. While much of the theory
regarding how to compute and connect such orbits is preexisting and well-understood, this is something that has not
yet been made available in a user-friendly way and within an
all-in-one environment in MONTE. The different Poincare
modules allow mission designers to not only explore potentially desirable science orbits, but also have the ability to find
connections within the system, and eventually create complete end-to-end high-fidelity reference trajectories to satisfy
a set of science requirements.
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Fig. 10. Poincaré map (hyperplane defined at y = 0) representing stable (blue) and unstable (red) manifold trajectories
associated with selected L1 and L2 halo orbits in the EarthMoon system.

Alternatively, the stored data sets can be filtered by a number of user-defined constraints, e.g., maximum position discontinuity between points on the maps < 100 km, maximum
time-of-flight < 150 days, and transfer ∆V < 5 m/s. Using the KD-Tree algorithm, the filtered solutions can now be
ranked according to the search criteria. The user can either
retrieve the top solutions in a standard BOA format or can
visually interact with the filtered map to evaluate — and either accept or discard — the set of lowest-∆V connections
between stable and unstable manifolds. The resulting filtered
map based on the KD-Tree search appears in Fig. 11, with
only a few top candidate connections to consider. As mentioned earlier, this novel automatic search feature is currently
in the prototype stage, but it is expected to be delivered in the
near future.
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